
 

 

November 8, 2020: Thirty-Second Sunday in Ordinary Time 

“Father, when is this all going to end?” That question, or something similar, is what I hear a lot right now. And, of 
course, there is no easy answer to give. The last time I was asked I simply said, “six months after there is a proven 
vaccine.” The reality is that even when a vaccine is finally produced, its effects on our lives will not be immediate. 
Rather, it will take time to produce and distribute and—finally—take full effect on our society. What we have to realize 
is that other pandemics were far more devastating, and there are ways we can manage what we are encountering 
with this one. It simply requires patience and diligence on our part. I am not saying that what we are facing is not 
difficult because it really is. It is more a question of context. I believe the most difficult aspect of this, or any pandemic, 
is the ‘not knowing.’  

We are concerned for those who may get it. Are people taking the appropriate precautions? Will I get it? If I get it, will 
it be on the easier side or the more virulent side? Will the people I love and care for get it? If they do, will it be on the 
easier side or the more virulent side? How long will this last? When will things return to normal? For many, the cloud 
of uncertainty surrounding them is the most difficult aspect of what they are experiencing. If there was a specific 
ending date, most people could find the inner strength to tough it out until it is finished. The problem is that we hear 
so many conflicting reports; it is hard to know which ones we should trust and believe, and which ones we should 
ignore.  

It is so easy to begin to give in to despair and a sense of hopelessness. It is easy to allow the noise of life to overwhelm 
us. It is easy to focus on the unknown and to become obsessed about coming up with an answer that will satisfy us. 
But the only answer that most of us really want is to know when it will end so we can continue on with our lives. 

It is so easy to focus on the issues that overwhelm us, and in all probability, quite natural to do so. However, there is 
another way of coming to terms with the great difficulties of our lives. And that is to seek to discern what God might 
be trying to teach us by all that is happening around us. It is also equally important to understand that God is not 
causing the problems in our lives. Rather, He will make use of every moment as a means to teach us about Himself 
and ourselves. This pandemic is an opportunity for God to reveal something of Himself to us. 

God did not cause this pandemic, but there is little doubt that He will make use of it to help us grow in some way. Yet, 
for that to happen we have to be open to hearing what He might be trying to teach us during this troublesome time. 
For me personally, it is about recognizing that even when we return to “normal” nothing will be exactly as it was. The 
reality is that change is inevitable, and seeking to keep things as they always were is a hopeless and, quite honestly, 
pointless proposition. The dynamic of life is that we grow and transform. Quite truthfully, that which stays the same 
is doomed to die. It is only when we can adapt to the changing fortunes of time that we can discover greater possibil-
ities. However, we cannot simply change for the sake of change. And, we do not get to determine on our own what 
those changes should be. 

Rather, it is necessary to discover how God’s plan is being revealed, and to know the path He wants us to take. In this 
difficult time, I am trying to determine what we can learn from how we are currently trying to serve our people. We 
are doing things in ways I would never have anticipated, such as using Zoom, Facebook, and YouTube, to start. Before 
all this, making videos to get my message out is something I never would have considered. We are also doing faith 
formation in a completely new way, and we are using live streaming to really help people be part of our worship 
services in a deeper way. So many other projects and ways of trying to connect with people is forcing us to think 
outside of the box.  

Another thing people are asking about is ‘Fr. Brian’s Spaghetti dinner.’ Believe it or not, we are trying to figure out 
how we might make this work. Obviously, we cannot get together in the traditional sense, but we hope to come up 
with a new way to “get together” and serve the sauce. Keep watching our flocknotes for more on this interesting 
challenge.  

I cannot be completely sure what all the lessons of this time will be for me or our community. What I can say is that I 
am actively listening to the Lord and trying to understand what I/we can take away from this moment to help our 
community grow and flourish. There is little doubt in my mind that we will be different as this pandemic draws to an 



 

 

end—that is inevitable. My question is: will we be different in a way that draws us closer to God and his plan and 
mission? I hope so!  

If you have any questions about anything, please do not hesitate to ask me directly, or send your questions to me at 
fr.brian@chelmsfordcatholic.org.  

Please keep me in your prayers. 

In Christ, 

 

Fr. Brian 


